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VISION

MISSION

ACCESS is a global partner of choice,
providing inclusive innovative
livelihood solutions and enabling the
poor to overcome poverty and live
with dignity

To build capacity of community-based
institutions that deliver relevant
ﬁnancial and livelihoods services to the
poor and unreachable households

enabling economic empowerment

ABOUT ACCESS
ACCESS Development Services is a national livelihoods support organization with a focus on incubating
innovations for promoting sustainable livelihoods of the poor. Set up in March 2006 as a “not for proﬁt”
organization with support from DFID (Govt. of UK), ACCESS is structured uniquely, to work at all levels of
the value chain – implementing programs on the ground, working with the Government, Multilateral/
Bilateral agencies, Corporate Sector and Civil Society Organisations to improve and enhance their
program implementation as also undertaking initiatives to support, inform and inﬂuence policies.
ACCESS Development Services is a national livelihoods support organization with a focus on incubating
innovations for promoting sustainable livelihoods of the poor. Set up in March 2006 as a “not for proﬁt”
organization with support from DFID (Govt. of UK), ACCESS is structured uniquely, to work at all levels of
the value chain – implementing programs on the ground, working with the Government, Multilateral/
Bilateral agencies, Corporate Sector and Civil Society Organisations to improve and enhance their
program implementation as also undertaking initiatives to support, inform and inﬂuence policies.

THREE TIER STRATEGY
Impacting at all levels
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BOARD OF

DIRECTORS
Dr. Arvind Mayaram
Former Finance Secretary of India and Chairman
ACCESS Development Services

Dr. Arvind Mayaram presently he is an independent thinker and Chairman, ACCESS Development
Services. He has earlier held the positions of Finance Secretary and Special Secretary in Ministry of Rural
Development, Government of India. He has been Alternate Governor on the Boards of World Bank, ADB
and African Development Bank and India.s Finance Deputy to G20. He was also India's chief negotiator
for Asia Infrastructure and Investment Bank and BIRCS New Development Bank. He spearheaded the
establishment of the framework for mainstreaming Public Private Partnership in India and designed the
ﬁrst PPP module for delivering infrastructure in the rural areas. He was Vice President of the World
Association of Investment Promotion Agencies (WAIPA), formed under the aegis of UNCTAD, UNIDO,
FIAS and MIGA for two terms in early 2000. He has been an investment promotion expert with the
UNCTAD for several years and his expertise in the area of PPPs is internationally acknowledged, and
Certiﬁed PPP Specialist.

Sanjeev Asthana
MD, I- FARM (Chairman)

Sanjeev Asthana currently the Chairman of ACCESS Development Services, is a recognized leader in Food
& Agriculture sector with over 25 years of experience in India and internationally. He is the Founder and
Managing Partner of I-Farm Venture Advisors; Chairman of Agriculture Skill Council of India (ASCI) and
National Skills Foundation of India (NSFI), and serves on the Board of Directors of NCDEX Spot Exchange
Ltd. Sanjeev serves on the national committees of all leading industry and trade chambers CII, FICCI,
ASSOCHAM and PHDCCI. His international aﬃliations are with IIED UK, Mainumby Bolivia and Columbia
University, USA. He regularly speaks at leading conferences in India and overseas viz. Harvard University
Boston, World Bank Beijing and Singapore, ADB Manila, European Parliament Brussels, G-20
Consultation Istanbul, IIM Ahmedabad, Lal Bahadur Shastri Academy Mussorie etc.

Dr. Joy Deshmukh
Global Head, CSR at Tata Consultancy Services

Joy Deshmukh Ranadive has three decades of experience in the area of gender, development and
growth. An economist by training, gold medalist at the Masters level and a doctorate in Economics from
the University of Mumbai, India, her career spans work as teacher, researcher, trainer, and head of notfor-proﬁt organizations. Prior to TCS she has been Director, Indian School of Microﬁnance for Women,
Ahmedabad and Country Director, International Centre for Research on Women New Delhi. Joy has
several books and papers to her credit in the areas of gender, development, microﬁnance, human rights
and CSR. Currently, as Global Head, CSR, Tata Consultancy Services, a leading global IT services,
consulting and business solutions organization, which is part of the Tata Group.
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Manju Agarwal
Former Deputy Managing Director
(Digital Banking & New Businesses), State Bank of India

Manju Agarwal has 34 years of banking experience with State Bank of India, country's largest bank in
multiple leadership positions in India and overseas. In her last role at SBI, she was responsible for all
digital products and new initiatives in the Bank from conception to implementation to adoption by
customers. She conceptualised and launched YONO, SBI's Digital Bank, Financial Superstore and Online
Marketplace (one of its kind in the industry). Manju also led the Government Business, Transaction
Banking Business and Issuing & Acquiring Business of the Bank and led the Bank's foray in Transit and
Metro solutions. She ensured aggressive merchant onboarding during and post demonetisation with an
impressive growth in Bank's digital footprints and digital transaction. As Chief General Manager (Rural
Business) at SBI, she led the Bank's Jan Dhan program ensuring opening of 40 million accounts in about 6
month's time. Currently she is an Independent Director on the Boards of IndiaIdeas.com Limited,
Hinduja Leyland Finance, Kisan Rural Finance Ltd and Vistaar Financial Services P Ltd. She is Bank's
nominee Director on Jio Payments Bank Limited.

Arvind Kumar
Principal Secretary, Municipal Administration &
Urban Development, Government of Telangana

Arvind Kumar is a bureaucrat civil servant in Government of India. He has been in the Indian
Administrative Service (IAS) since 1991 and has worked in various capacities at the State level in the
erstwhile Andhra Pradesh and now Telangana State for over two decades. Mr Kumar is presently the
Principal Secretary, Municipal Administration & Urban Development, Government of Telangana. He has
worked in Government of India from 2009-14 in the Ministry of Finance where as Joint Secretary in
Department of Financial Services (DFS), he looked after Insurance and Banking sector, more speciﬁcally,
insurance & pension reforms, Institutional Finance including housing, MSME, Micro Finance, Agriculture
& rural Credit. Mr. Kumar has been a Government nominated Director on the Boards of NABARD, ICICI
Bank Ltd, the New India Assurance Company Limited (NIACL), SIDBI, National Housing Bank (NHB) and
IRDA among others during this period.

Vipin Sharma
CEO, ACCESS Development Services

Vipin Sharma is the founding CEO of ACCESS which was set up in 2006. Starting his career with the
Reserve Bank of India, Vipin has thirty six years of experience in banking, agriculture and rural
development, micro enterprise development and microﬁnance in varied institutions including NABARD,
Rural Non- Farm Development Agency (RUDA), Govt of Rajasthan and CARE India. As Executive Director
of RUDA, Vipin helped the Govt of Rajasthan to develop strategies for promoting non farm sector in the
state through a sub-sector approach. At CARE, Vipin was the Programme Director of the Microﬁnance
Unit and a part of the Regional Leadership Team. In the last ten years, Vipin has also helped to set up two
specialized aﬃliates of ACCESS viz. ACCESS-ASSIST to support and advance ﬁnancial inclusion in India
and Ode to Earth to help primary producers sell their products in mainstream markets.
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INCLUSIVE FINANCE INDIA INITIATIVE
Inclusive Finance India is a global policy platform on Financial Inclusion set up with the objective of
enabling cross-pollination of best practices and breakthroughs, speciﬁcally to inﬂuence India's Financial
Inclusion strategy and campaign. The Summit with its legacy of 16 years has provided a strong
articulation for building a vision and an enabling ecosystem for universal ﬁnancial inclusion with clearly
deﬁned roles for stakeholders, and making key recommendations on ﬁnancial inclusion policy,
regulation, supervision, technology advancements, client protection and institutional framework.
The Inclusive Finance India platform, through its several sub-initiatives, continued the crusade for a
better policy and institutional ecosystem in India for promoting access to ﬁnancial services.

INCLUSIVE FINANCE INDIA SUMMIT
ACCESS organised the 16th Inclusive Finance India Summit on December 4 and 5, 2019 in New Delhi, with
NITI Aayog as the Co-host. The Summit was attended by close to 700 delegates and 75 speakers –
including policy makers, regulators, academicians, technical agencies, practitioners, ﬁnancial
institutions, investors, international donors, industry associations and various other stakeholders from
within and outside India.
The Summit hosted 16 sessions with the overarching theme of Bringing the Client Back at the Center of
the Scheme. The Summit was inaugurated by a panel of eminent speakers - Alkesh Wadhwani, India
Country Director, Poverty Alleviation, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Parag Mehta, Executive Director
and Senior Vice President, Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth and V. Vaidyanathan, MD and CEO,
IDFC First Bank, along with Dr. Arvind Mayaram, Former Finance Secretary, Government of India and
Chairman, ACCESS Development Services.
The focus of the Summit themes for 2019 was clearly on the client. The Summit continued to bring
together a diversity of stakeholders to share experiences, celebrate accomplishments, ﬂag concerns,
and propose recommendations for improving both policy and practice towards making ﬁnancial
inclusion meaningful for clients.
While focus on women was a cross-cutting sub-theme across a few sessions, a dedicated plenary
deliberated on the ﬁnancial inclusion policy framework for adequate focus on women and inputs to plug
the gaps. Technology in advancing ﬁnancial inclusion is a recent focus of the Summit, an important
session debated on the 'merits and perils' of promoting technology as a panacea for last mile challenges;
and another session provided a platform to emerging ﬁntech companies to showcase their solutions. A
couple of sessions deliberated on oﬀering more appropriate, need based credit products to
microﬁnance clients, as also obstacles to moving beyond credit and oﬀering investments and insurance
services to BOP segments. The big highlight of the Summit was a special Fireside Chat with Dr. C.
Rangarajan on the Evolving Landscape of Financial Inclusion in India.

.
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New ideas covered during the summit included digital platforms for registering for the sessions, deeper
engagement with delegates by way of keeping the discussion going on and oﬀ the dais through live
polls, and Q&A, etc. with the endeavour to make the event paperless. Side-events during the summit
created considerable buzz and interest among the participants. MFIN and ASSIST co-hosted a side event
to bring together MFIs and investors to help channelize debt ﬂow to small and growing MFIs, and IFMR
at KREA University organised a roundtable on appropriate ﬁnancial products focussed on women
entrepreneurs

The conference helps us connect, share best practices, prepare for the next phase of growth &
ensure that the impact we create is based on a solid foundation.
~ Manoj Nambiar, MD, Arohan Financial Services

The overall structure of the Summit is pretty elaborate very conclusive and interactive.
~ Anil Kumar Gupta, Chief Business Oﬃcer, Aviom Housing Finance

INCLUSIVE FINANCE INDIA REPORT
2019 edition of the much awaited Inclusive Finance India Report was released in the Inaugural session of
the Summit with a brief presentation by the author. The Report covers progress of delivery of ﬁnancial
services to the poor, low income and under-banked populations through various institutional formats
and models – commercial banks, banking agents, microﬁnance institutions, SHG-bank linkage model,
Regional Rural Banks and the new diﬀerentiated banks. It also covers the developments and initiatives in
technology including digital payments technology that addresses the last-mile delivery challenge,
covers an overview of new initiatives and highlights product and process innovations in inclusive
lending.
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INCLUSIVE FINANCE INDIA AWARDS
The Inclusive Finance India Awards is an endeavor in recognizing and honouring institutions and
individuals that have unstintingly worked towards achieving the goals of ﬁnancial inclusion and in
supporting inclusive growth in India. The Awards initiative was institutionalized by ACCESS in 2009 with
support from HSBC.
The 2019 Awards, under eight categories, were given away at a special session in the Inclusive Finance
India Summit with Prof Krishnamurthy Subramanian, Chief Economic Advisor, Government of India, as
the Chief Guest. The highlight of the Awards this year was conferring of the Jury Special Award for
Lifetime contribution to Advancing Financial Inclusion in India to Dr. C Rangarajan, Former Deputy
Governor, Reserve Bank of India and the Award for Contribution to Advancing Financial Inclusion by an
Individual to Samit Ghosh, Founder, Ujjivan Small Finance Bank.
To be recognized for my work at this platform is a moment I will cherish forever
~ Samish Ghosh, Award Recipient
While focus on women was a cross-cutting sub-theme across a few sessions, a dedicated plenary
deliberated on the ﬁnancial inclusion policy framework for adequate focus on women and inputs to plug
the gaps. Technology in advancing ﬁnancial inclusion is a recent focus of the Summit, an important
session debated on the 'merits and perils' of promoting technology as a panacea for last mile challenges;
and another session provided a platform to emerging ﬁntech companies to showcase their solutions. A
couple of sessions deliberated on oﬀering more appropriate, need based credit products to
microﬁnance clients. The big highlight of the Summit was a special Fireside Chat with Dr. C. Rangarajan
on the Evolving Landscape of Financial Inclusion in India.
“Financial Inclusion is not an option, it's a compulsion.” ~ C Rangarajan
The summit was coming together of old and new ideas. New ideas covered during the summit included
digital platforms for registering for the sessions, deeper engagement with delegates by way of keeping
the discussion going on and oﬀ the dais through live polls, and Q&amp; A, etc. with the endeavour to
make the event paperless. Side-events during the summit created considerable buzz and interest among
the participants. MFIN and ASSIST co-hosted a side event to bring together MFIs and investors to help
channelize debt ﬂow to small and growing MFIs, and IFMR at KREA University organised a roundtable on
appropriate ﬁnancial products focussed on women entrepreneurs.

TESTIMONIALS
The conference helps us connect,
share best practices, prepare for
the next phase of growth &
ensure The overall structure of
the Summit is pretty elaborate
very conclusive and interactive.

The overall structure of the
Summit is pretty elaborate very
conclusive and interactive.

Manoj Nambiar
MD, Arohan Financial Services.

Anil Kumar Gupta
Chief Business Oﬃcer, Aviom
Housing Finance
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THEMATIC RETREATS
Inclusive Finance India Initiative conducts various Thematic Roundtables to bring together key
stakeholders to deliberate on critical issues confronting the expansion of ﬁnancial services to the poor.
Annual CEO Conclave
ACCESS in partnership with College of Agricultural Banking (RBI) conducted the 4 th CEOs'
conclaves with heads of all Small Finance Banks and Payments Banks along with Mr. N S
Vishwanathan, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India and his senior team from the Department
of Banking Regulation. The discussions helped in highlighting issues and giving clarity on several
policy and operational challenges from the regulators perspective.
MSME Roundtable Series
Since 2018, ACCESS has initiated policy roundtables on issues pertaining to MSME ﬁnancing. A
Roundtable on Scaling up Financing to MSEs by SFBs was organized with the MSME Ministry. The
discussions entailed the way forward and recommendations on policy, support ecosystem,
convergence and partnerships and institutional capacities. A Roundtable on Strengthening MSME
Growth through Digitisation deliberated prescriptions on the use of technological and policy tools
to enhance credit availability in the MSME sector. The Roundtable was attended by select
government, academia and industry players.
Partnerships
The IFI platform continued to receive long term support from its partners such as the Gates
Foundation, Mastercard, NABARD, HSBC, ACCION and IDFC First Bank. Partners such as MFIN,
d.light, Axis Bank, Ujjivan SFB, Utkarsh SFB, Bandhan Bank. Suryoday SFB, IndusInd Bank, RBL Bank
& Samsung have also been consistent supporters. New partnerships were forged with HDFC Bank,
India Post Payments Bank, Muthoot Microﬁn, Annapurna Microﬁnance & Fusion Microﬁnance. Also
valuable technical partnerships with DVARA Research, LEAD (KREA University), CRIF Highmark,
Northern Arc, Fair Finance and Banking with the Poor (BWTP).
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Building Financial and Business Capabilities
through BuddhiMoney
Within its campaign for promoting ﬁnancial inclusion, building community capabilities through ﬁnancial
literacy and awareness has been a key focus for ACCESS since inception. This involves development of
training modules and IEC materials, conducting Training of Trainers for NGOs and government agencies
and direct implementation of ﬁnancial literacy programmes with communities. With the growth of its
programmes that involved promoting and supporting micro enterprises, ACCESS broadened the ambit
of the community training to include basics of micro business management.
As a part of this endeavour, ACCESS conceptualized and developed an innovative pedagogy to create
ﬁnancial awareness and literacy through, an iconic superwoman character called BuddhiMoney.
BuddhiMoney is a smart ﬁnancial and business counselor for the community. She is youthful, energetic,
intelligent, amiable, and smart; and appeals as an aspirational, iconic and friendly ﬁgure, who lives within
the community and comes to the rescue of anybody needing ﬁnancial counsel and advice. The initiative
aims to deliver the ﬁnancial and business education modules through high quality 3D animation videos
featuring the iconic – BuddhiMoney. Each video is of 4-5 minutes' duration covering 3-4 key and clear
messages within one speciﬁc theme, interwoven in a ﬁlm based format, to make it interesting and
engaging for the target group. The ﬁrst four business education videos were disseminated through a
pilot among 10,500 micro entrepreneurs engaged fashion jewellery in Jaipur 2018-19. The project was
supported by Matstercard Center for Inclusive Growth
This year, with support from HSBC, ACCESS has developed two new videos on topical themes on the
“signiﬁcance of savings” and “security issues relating to ATM cum Debit” card and disseminated them
through 3 distinct strategies:
(I) Intensive – hand holding 500 women in Jaipur through BuddhiMoney clubs;
(ii) Semi-intensive – video screening among 40,000 women through partnership
with 2 Small Finance Banks (Suryoday and Utksarsh) and one large NGO (Hand in Hand) and
(iii) Extensive - sending out YouTube links of BuddhiMoney videos via SMS to target audience
(low income urban).
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Project Kirana

ACCESS is currently implementing a project supported by Mastercard Center for Inclusive Growth,
covering 6,000 small kirana shops in 2 urban locations, for which ﬁve new BuddhiMoney videos are
being developed.
The BuddhiMoney videos have received a positive response from various important stakeholders
including the Ministry of MSME, Ministry of Finance, MeitY, NITI Aayog, SIDBI and NABARD.
A pack of 7 BuddhiMoney videos was formally handed over to Nitin Gadkari, Hon'ble Union Minister of
MSME. The Ministry has committed to disseminating the videos through its channels for
communications and training of enterpreneurs . The BuddhiMoney video pack was also presented to the
Chief Economic Advisor, GoI at the Inclusive Finance India Summit along with the premier of the 7th
BuddhiMoney video on promoting digitization of micro and small merchants. BuddhiMoney videos have
been shared with DDMs of NABARD in Rajasthan through their Regional Oﬃce for dissemination

“ Earlier, we used to save at home. After
watching BuddhiMoney advising to save
in bank accounts, we have started saving
in the bank. Women in our group now feel
that we can also become BuddhiMoney
and progress ahead by saving in bank
accounts and using ATM cards.”
- Farida Bano, Jaipur

“ I am very inspired by BuddhiMoney
and got to know about the Recurring
Deposit through her. I have also opened
a RD account and have started saving
small amounts ”
Nazia, Barkhat Colony, Jaipur.

ACCESS is currently implementing a project
supported by Mastercard Center for Inclusive
Growth covering 4,000 small kirana shops in 3
urban locations in which ﬁve new BuddhiMoney
videos are being developed.
The BuddhiMoney videos have received highly
positive response from various important
stakeholders including the Ministry of MSME,
Ministry of Finance, MeitY, NITI Aayog, SIDBI and
NABARD. A pack of 7 BuddhiMoney videos was
formally handed over to Nitin Gadkari, Hon’ble
Union Minister of MSME; the Ministry has committed to disseminating the videos through its channels
for communications and training of enterpreneurs . The BuddhiMoney video pack was also presented to
the Chief Economic Advisor, GoI at the Inclusive Finance India Summit along with the premier of the 7 th
BuddhiMoney video on promoting digitization of micro and small merchants. BuddhiMoney videos have
been shared with DDMs of NABARD in Rajasthan through their Regional Oﬃce for dissemination
through FLCs of banks across the state.
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LIVELIHOODS INDIA INITIATIVE
Livelihoods India, now in its 10th year, is the ﬂagship national level initiative of ACCESS, to bring together
diverse stakeholders on a single platform in order to understand and assess the key issues and
challenges that the poor face in sustaining their livelihoods and to craft a vision and strategy for moving
them from subsistence to sustainable levels.
Over the last decade, Livelihoods India has emerged as a credible national platform that presents
opportunities for cross learning and sharing of unique experiences, both successes and failures within
the country. Livelihoods India aims at building sectoral consensus on critical issues and challenges faced
by the poor, share best practices and inform and inﬂuence policy.
Within Livelihoods India Platform, speciﬁc sub initiatives have been designed to make this platform an
eﬀective bridge for cross learning. The sub initiatives include:
Livelihoods India Summit
State of India's Livelihoods (SOIL) Report
Sitaram Rao Livelihoods India Case Study Competition
FPO Impact Awards
Thematic Policy Retreats
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LIVELIHOODS INDIA SUMMIT 2019
The tenth Livelihoods India Summit 2019 was held between December 12 and 13 and inaugurated by Dr.
Rajiv Kumar, Vice Chairman, NITI Aayog. The two-day Summit delved into multitude of challenges that
the poor face in strengthening their livelihoods through diverse sessions. Through dialogue, discussions
and debates in various sessions, the Summit oﬀered valuable recommendations for the sector. Across
the two days, the policy environment was scanned; large livelihoods programmes and their impact was
examined; potential of institutions – both public and private, to impact the livelihoods of the poor was
assessed; shifts in the environment and trends that advance and / or impede the prospects of the poor
were analyzed. The Summit discourse swept across sectors and vectors in an eﬀort to locate the most
optimum opportunities and options for the poor in a real world situation.

This year's Summit saw over sixty resource persons share their expertise, experiences and perspectives
through 11 sessions across the two days. The sessions dwelt on experiences, cases, issues and challenges
relating to livelihoods promotion of the poor in rural and urban economies. Besides agriculture-based
livelihoods, enterprise promotion and women's economic empowerment were two predominant
themes. Over 300 delegates including policy makers, government representatives, practitioners,
academia and representatives of multilateral/ bilateral agencies participated in this year's Summit.

Some key speakers at the Summit 2019 included:

DR. HARSH KUMAR BHANWALA
Chairman, National
Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development

NEELKAMAL DARBARI
Managing Director, Small Farmers'
Agribusiness Consortium

DR. ARVIND MAYARAM

T. VIJAY KUMAR

Former Finance Secretary of India

Adviser, Govt. of Andhra Pradesh

KIRAN KARNIK
Chairperson Oxfam India, Helpage
India and Indraprastha Institute
of Information Technology

S. SIVAKUMAR
Group Head – Agri & IT Businesses,
ITC Ltd.
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The Livelihoods Summit, for the second year was co-hosted by NITI Aayog. The Summit was supported
and sponsored by a host of organizations including NABARD and Rabobank. CARE India, Project Utpal,
Development Alternatives, Hand in Hand India, Non Traditional Livelihoods Network and XLRI were
Technical Partners to the Summit.

SESSIONS AT THE SUMMIT
Breaking the Glass Ceiling – Women Entrepreneurs Talk about their Journey.
On the Spot with Shiv: FPOs and their Sustainability.
Climate Smart Agriculture – Are We Being Smart About It?
Engendering the Skill Ecosystem in India.
Agri-Tech for Advancing Finance to Farmers.
National Rural Livelihoods Mission - Moving from Social Capital to Economic Empowerment.
NGO CSR Partnerships - Bridging the Gap Corporate Social Responsibility:
Investing in Women Entrepreneurship.
Enabling Livelihoods in the World of Work.
Revitalising the Traditional Crafts Sector in Contemporary India.
Systems Change for Entrepreneurship driven Livelihood Security.

I want to congratulate ACCESS Development Services for bringing us
here and assisting with this very important task of focusing attention on
what is surely the most important issue facing the country today, which
is livelihoods, employment and making sure that our demographic
dividend is available to us as a dividend. I'm sure ACCESS will continue
to perform yeoman service to the country by doing other Summits and
carrying on the work between the Summits.”
Dr. Rajiv Kumar, Vice Chairman, NITI Aayog

Conferences like Livelihoods India have critical role to play by
continuing to ignite our thoughts and set us thinking on what are the
best approaches and practices from similarly placed countries and how
they have overcome the challenge.
Neelkamal Darbari,
MD, Small Farmers’ Agribusiness Consortium
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STATE OF INDIA LIVELIHOOD (SOIL) REPORT 2019
The SOIL Report is an annual publication that attempts to bring together recent trends and challenges
faced in the sphere of livelihoods promotion of the poor. It is one of the few annual Reports in the
country that addresses the contemporary issues emerging in the livelihoods sector, analyses case
studies and reports on policy paradigm, new initiatives and evidence on results of both government and
privately run programs.
This year's Report has been brought together by a clutch of subject matter specialists. While a few have
come on board for the ﬁrst time, others have played a crucial role in bringing together the past Reports.
The 2019 Report has nine chapters authored by these experts and was launched by Dr. Rajiv Kumar, Vice
Chairman, NITI Aayog, in the Inaugural Session of the Livelihoods India Summit.
The report is popular amongst sector stakeholders as it provides a comprehensive coverage of issues
and experiences in the sector. Informal feedback from some of the avid readers reﬂects that the content
and coverage have been relevant and fulﬁl information needs.
The Report was supported by NABARD and Rabobank.

SOIL REPORT THEMES
Continuing coverage in SOIL 2019 from previous year's Report gives an overview of livelihoods of the
poor in the past year that is impacted by various initiatives undertaken, availability of resources and
other deciding factors, while also throwing light on critical government policy and programme that
have a bearing on livelihoods of the poor. The report has special coverage on the agriculture sector
through four chapters covering the state of agriculture in India, 10 years of FPO movement, Social
Enterprises in Agri space and Smart Food as a triple win for health, environment and farmers. In addition,
two chapters on CSO-Government partnerships and impact of CSR ﬁve years since it was made
mandatory are areas with new in-depth focus in the Report. The report also covers the role of
selfemployment in propelling inclusive growth.
The report is available on https://livelihoods-india.org/publications/all-page-soil-report.html
18

FPO IMPACT AWARDS 2019
The FPO Impact Awards was instituted in 2018,
with support from Rabobank to recognise and
encourage exemplary Farmer Producer
Organisations (FPOs) in agriculture and allied
activities that have overcome various
challenges, to successfully build self-sustaining
businesses and contribute meaningfully to their
member community. The Awards also aim to
recognize and felicitate such FPO Promoting
Institutions that The Jury also decided to confer
the Jury Special Award to an Enabling Institution
for FPO Promotion.

The FPO Impact Awards presentation ceremony
took place on Day 1 of the Livelihoods India Summit.
The awards were jointly presented to the winners by
Dr. Harsh Kumar Bhanwala, Chairman, NABARD and
Mr. D. Paul Scuilwerve, CEO & Country Head India,
Rabobank.

SFAC is the Co-host for the FPO Impact Awards.
FPO OF THE
YEAR IN AGRICULTURE
(EMERGING)
Mandla Tribal
Farmers Producer
Company Limited

FPO OF THE YEAR
IN AGRICULTURE
(MATURE)
Krushidhan Producer
Company Ltd
Saurshtra Svanirbhar Khedut
Producer Company Ltd.

FPO OF THE YEAR
IN AGRICULTURE
(EMERGING)
Mandla Tribal
Farmers Producer
Company Limited

FPO OF THE YEAR
IN AGRICULTURE
(EMERGING)
Mandla Tribal
Farmers Producer
Company Limited

FPO OF THE YEAR
IN AGRICULTURE
(EMERGING)
Mandla Tribal
Farmers Producer
Company Limited

SITARAM RAO LIVELIHOODS INDIA CASE STUDY COMPETITION
Dedicated to the Late Sitaram Rao, mentor and guru of the Indian microﬁnance movement, the Case
Sudy Competition aims at bringing together the collective intellect of the sector and assimilating
innovative solutions, breakthroughs, good practices that help in learning from diverse sector
experiences and impact poverty reductions. The theme for 2019 Case Study Competition was
Technology Solutions for Agricultural Advancement. Overall 36 entries were received. The cases were
put through a rigorous two stage evaluation process and ﬁnally assessed by an eminent jury , which
shortlisted the top case studies. The cases brought forward knowledge, experiences, practices,
innovations and solutions from programmes relating to agri-technology application on the ground.
Overall 8 best cases made it to the ﬁnal list and were brought together in a compendium. Three best case
study writers were felicitated with citations and cash awards presented by Ms. Neelkamal Darbari, MD,
Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium at the Valedictory Session of the Summit. The best cases were
brought together in the form of a Compendium that was released during the Valedictory Session of the
Livelihoods India Summit.
19
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Top three winners of the Sitaram Rao Livelihoods India Case Study Competition for 2019 are:

POSITION

CASE STUDY

AUTHOR

Winner

Appropriating Technology for Ultrapoor
Women: Smartphone apps for agricultural
improvement

Trickle-up

1
runner up

Farm related services via mobile phones in
India- a case of micro- warehousing for farmers
in Bihar

Dr. Prageetha G Raju

2nd
runner up

Leveraging Technology to Enhance Credit and
Insurance Delivery to Small and Marginal
Farmers in Odisha.

Sanjay Mansabdar

st

For the second year running, Vaya has continued to support the Case Study Competition, helping
ACCESS in collating and curating important knowledge for the sector.

OTHER INITIATIVES UNDER
LIVELIHOODS INDIA DURING 2019
AGRI-TECH MARKETPLACE
ACCESS in partnership with Rabobank and ThinkAg, organised The Partnership Exchange - Exploring
Opportunities for FPOs and AgTechs in New Delhi on August 29, 2019. The Platform brought together
more than 80 participants representing leading AgTech startups, non-proﬁts, investors, thought
leaders, and ecosystem enablers with the aim of strengthening India's agri sector and ﬁnding solutions
to its most pressing problems through showcasing cutting-edge innovations in the AgTech space;
discussing and deliberating on its alignment with farmer's needs and facilitating greater engagement of
AgTech companies and farmers.
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GIZ KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE WORKSHOP
NABARD and GIZ co-hosted an international Knowledge Exchange on Mainstreaming and Financing
Natural Resource Management based Business Models under the aegis of Umbrella Programme for
Natural Resource Management (UPNRM). With the programme coming to an end in December 2019, the
Knowledge Exchange was organized with the aim to not only facilitate cross learning and exchange
among UPNRM partners and other organisations working in NRM ﬁnancing from across the globe but
also identify channels through which the pilots can be mainstreamed and build a roadmap for taking
them forward. ACCESS was the Knowledge Partner for the Knowledge Exchange and supported in
endto-end organisation of the event.
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RAJASTHAN
PRAGATI

Project Pragati aims at creating livelihood
opportunities with a special focus on women's
empowerment across ten villages of Anta and
Sultanpur blocks in Baran and Kota districts of
Rajasthan. Pragati is supported by the KK Birla
Memorial Society, a CSR unit of Chambal
Fertilizers and Chemicals Limited (CFCL). It
seeks to reduce economic risks of targeted
communities, especially farmers and women,
through capacity building, production and
productivity enhancement, ﬁnancing and
facilitating market linkages of agricultural and
non-agricultural products.
The major focus of the project includes
institutionalizing agri-business through
promotion of FPOs and enterprise
development in the non-farm sector.
Strengthening of current SHGs is undertaken
by inculcating savings habit in members.
ACCESS has also been working with diﬀerent
stakeholders in order to identify ﬁnancing and
marketing opportunities for potential
agricultural and non-agricultural products.
ACCESS has conducted various skill based
programmes with regular monitoring and
close supervision to sustain livelihood
generation. ACCESS is also engaged in
facilitating knowledge sharing and
convergence with relevant Government
Departments to make eﬀective impact on the
ground.

So far, more than 500 farmers have been mobilized
from these villages through group meetings. Kisan
Sangosthis (village level general meetings) were
conducted in targeted villages to inform the
community on the project objectives.
Farmers
were then brought together into Farmers Interest
Groups (FIGs) and women beneﬁciaries into SHGs.
These groups were then federated into Farmer
Producer Organizations (FPOs) and SHG
Federations. In order to demonstrate aggregation/
collective business activity, BOD exposure was
carried out in the adjoining state of Madhya
Pradesh.
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VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
RGAVP, KOTA & JHALAWAR
In collaboration with RAJEEVIKA, ACCESS as Technical
Support Agency (TSA) has undertaken Value Chain
Analysis (VCA) of selected commodities in two
districts (Kota and Jhalawar), covering 3 Blocks
(Sangod, Bakani and Aklera), 220 villages and
13,599 women producers in order to ensure that the
market and consumer demands determine the
nature, conduct and performance of agri-business.
The aim is to make agricultural production and
marketing more eﬃcient through value addition and
improved returns for the actors along the chain.
The project focuses on strengthening the existing farm-based livelihood activities by identifying gaps in
the value chains for soybean and rapeseed-mustard oilseeds. ACCESS provides technical assistance to
RGAVP, community-based organizations and cluster level federations in developing market linkages
for agricultural products in order to ensure higher returns for producers.
Under the programme, ACCESS has also provided capacity and skill building support to a cadre of 90
women ( Udyog Sakhis) deployed in the project through District level workshops and trainings. The
team has helped develop training modules and training calendars in order to build their capacity for
adoption of best post-harvest management practices.
From the baseline study it was evident that women farmers do not get the same access to various
agriculture resources viz. inputs, farm assets or market information as their male counterparts. This has
limited their progress in honing professional skills and to some extent their societal status. Therefore,
they need trainings and guidance on diﬀerent aspects of farm management, predominantly in “PostHarvest Management.” To actualize this, Udyog Sakhis were deployed in 2 to 3 villages covering 150
women beneﬁciaries, who in turn trained and supported other women beneﬁciaries in their own or
neighbouring villages, for the intervention covering dissemination of market information on crops and
post-harvest technology.
Udyog Sakhis have helped women farmers to develop technical, entrepreneurial and managerial skills
through village level trainings to help realize their potential to operate and sustain proﬁtable farms as
small businesses and to gain self-conﬁdence through taking part in the decision making process of
selling produce. This had a multiplier eﬀect which led to women farmers in multiple villages organise
themselves into Producer Groups (PG) of 30-50 individuals in order to access markets more eﬀectively..
A total of 193 Producer Groups have been formed with due support from ACCESS teams in both the
districts. Udyog Sakhis have collected crop data for the past two years from each PG member to
understand the production surplus, which could be marketed through small procurement centers. This
has paved the way for federating them into Farmer Producer Organisation (FPO).
Women farmers who ﬁnd involvement in primary production diﬃcult (due to lack of farm assets and
skills) or unattractive (due to rising cost of cultivation/poor returns because of large number of
middleman) may participate in VCs through FPO. A total of two FPOs were promoted across two
districts covering 10,500 women farmers.
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GRAMYSHAKTI
Gramyashakti is the ﬁrst large scale women led FPO program in the country being implemented in
Western and Southern Rajasthan, with the support of Department of Agriculture, Government of
Rajasthan. The project aims to provide maximum returns to the producers in agriculture through
productivity enhancement, local value addition and better market linkages. The target for the project is
to mobilize 10,000 women farmers in 10 blocks of 7 districts viz. Bikaner, Barmer, Sirohi, Ajmer,
Chittorgarh, Rajsamand and Pratapgarh.
The project focuses on strengthening existing farm based livelihood activities by identifying gaps in the
value chain of diﬀerent commodities. The block wise break-up of the commodities is given in the table
below.
District
A jm er
Barm er
Barm er
Barm er
Bikaner
Chittorgarh
Chittorgarh
Rajasam and
Pratapgarh

Block
Pisangan (Pushkar)
Chohtan
Sedw a
Balotra
Lunkaransar
Rashm i
N im bahera
Kum bhalgarh
Choti Sadari

Com m odity
Indian Gooseberry
Cum in
Psyllium (Isabgol)
Pom egranate
Groundnut
Carom (A jw aian)
Garlic
Custard A pple
Soya Bean

In each district, the farmers will be organized into Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs).
During the year, the major work of the project included promotion of FPOs in all 7 districts. ACCESS is
working with various stakeholders including market players like inputs companies, research institutions,
local agricultural universities, local NGOs, KVKs, and many large buyers and traders to link the FPOs to
market. ACCESS is also working with various Government Departments for appropriate convergence to
make eﬀective impact on the ground. Under the project, more than 2000 farmers have been mobilized
from these districts. Ten FPOs have been registered and oﬃces have been opened. CEOs and LRPs have
been hired and trained for all the ten FPOs.
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH SMALL FARMERS' AGRIBUSINESS CONSORTIUM (SFAC)
SFAC NFSM
Small Farmers' Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) has mandated ACCESS , a partner Resource Institution,
to promote two Farmer Producer Organizations (1000 farmers per FPO) under National Food Security
Mission (NFSM) program in Jodhpur District. This focus is on improving production processes,
processing and marketing of Bajra. The key objectives of the project are to address the issues relating to
productivity enhancement and post-harvest handling.
During the year, the major work under the
project included promotion of the 2 FPOs in Baori
and Balesar blocks of Jodhpur district.
Interested farmers were mobilized into Farmer's
Interest Groups (FIGs). Lead farmers were
selected from all the FIGs which were using Good
Agriculture Practices and were encouraged to
disseminate the same among other farmers
through proper trainings. These FIGs and farmers
were then federated into FPOs. Two such FPOs
have been formed and registered.
Both FPOs have acquired all the required licenses like seed license, fertilizer license, pesticide license
etc. Oﬃce and input shops have been opened for both FPOs. To handhold and provide training to the
farmers, various staﬀ members were selected at FPO level. Chief Executive Oﬃcers (CEOs) have been
appointed to look after the input shop and market linkages while Livelihood Resource Persons (LRPs)
are selected for mobilization and trainings to the farmers.

PROMOTION OF FPOS UNDER VIUC
During the Year, the major focus under the project was to strengthen 2 FPOs in Ladpura and Etawa
blocks of Kota district. This project funded by SFAC has an outreach of 2000 farmers under its Vegetable
Initiative for Urban Clusters' (VIUC) program.
Both FPOs have been registered and have acquired
all licenses for business like seed, fertilizer,
pesticides and mandi licenses. Oﬃce and input
shops have been opened for both FPOs. To
handhold and provide training to the farmers,
various staﬀ members were hired at FPO level.
Senior scientists in co-ordination with ACCESS
staﬀ, provided training to the farmers and guided
them to set up demonstration plots in the area.
The PoPs also included soil testing, Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) and Integrated Nutrients
Management (INM), use of organic fertilizers,
irrigation etc. Improved seeds, fertilizers and pesticides have also been provided to the farmers to
enhance yield of crops. Both the FPOs, in this ﬁnancial year, have achieved a cumulative turnover of
around INR 80 lacs.
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RAJASTHAN AGRICULTURE COMPETITIVENESS PROJECT

Funded by World Bank, Rajasthan Cluster Agricultural Competitiveness Project (RCACP) aims to develop
agri-value chains in each of the 17 identiﬁed clusters spread over eight agro-climatic zones in Rajasthan
where the farmers enjoy some comparative advantages. For further strengthening of the identiﬁed
value chains, public investments are to be made to address the constraints and enhance
competitiveness of the value chains by promoting partnerships between agribusiness companies and
the farmer groups and farmer producer companies (FPCs).
ACCESS Development Services is spearheading the project for Sangod cluster as Team Leader for
community mobilization, crop speciﬁc advisory services etc. and implementing the project in 64 villages
across 14 Gram Panchayats. In this cluster, the project decided to make investments to improve water
use eﬃciency in crop production, undertake technology transfer and provide market advisory services
for agriculture and horticulture development in the area. The project further aimed to mainstream
livestock rearing and management, particularly for small ruminants and develop their value chains.
ACCESS is linking the FPCs to multiple business partnerships and creating opportunities for convergence
to leverage public resources for development of the cluster. The farmers were made part of MultiTasking Groups (MTGs) to educate them on the project objectives and outcomes and in the process,
securing their engagement with the project. ACCESS has helped information of 2 FPCs by federating the
MTGs in the cluster.
The farmers were mobilized to take up various ﬁeld activities like mini sprinkler, sprinkler and drip
irrigation facilities in their ﬁelds; adopt recommended Good Agriculture Practices (GAPs) following onfarm demonstrations. Some speciﬁc activities organised by ACCESS included 1100 demonstration plots
on post-harvest management, cultivation of fodder crops in 1100 hectares, creation of rainwater
harvesting and storage structures in the form of 7 farm ponds and seed production in 300 hectares.

LIVING LOOMS OF INDIA, KOTA
‘Kota Doria’ gets its name from Kota, which is a city in Rajashtan, while “Doria” means 'thread'. Kaithoon,
a small rural town, 19 kilometers from Kota is the hub of Kota doria work today. An estimated 3500
families are directly or indirectly (setting up looms, dyeing of yarn, repairing looms, trading, etc)
engaged in Kota Doria weaving in Kaithoon, Kota. There are approximately 2500 traditional looms and
about 50 male master weavers in the area.
ACCESS, in partnership with HSBC, is working
with the weavers to revitalize the traditional
handloom of the region. The aim is to enhance
the earnings of the poor weavers by integrating
them with the larger market through a holistic
program that includes design & development,
institutionalization, infrastructure
development and market interventions. The
initiative also comes under the larger ‘Living
Looms of India’ programme of ACCESS.
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PROJECT UTPAL
Hand block printing in natural indigo has been a traditional art form from Rajasthan. However, in the
course of time, due to rapid commercialization, hand block tradition is gradually being replaced by
screen printing, and the natural indigo has given way to synthetic dyes. Though the craft has a good
market, the major beneﬁciaries are the big entrepreneurs with investment capacity. Individual artisans
either have small units or work for big enterprises. They hardly earn wages of a skilled labour.

Hand block printing in natural indigo has been a traditional art form from Rajasthan. However, in the
course of time, due to rapid commercialization, hand block tradition is gradually being replaced by
screen printing, and the natural indigo has given way to synthetic dyes. Though the craft has a good
market, the major beneﬁciaries are the big entrepreneurs with investment capacity. Individual artisans
either have small units or work for big enterprises. They hardly earn wages of a skilled labour.
While the focus is on impacting livelihoods of individual artisans engaged in dyeing and hand block
printing, strengthening the eco-system is an equally important project component. The project
undertakes research in relevant areas along with conducting and participating in sector inﬂuencing
activities like conferences and seminars.
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DESERT PASTORALE, BARMER
In order to accelerate the pace of development activities and provide sustainable livelihood
opportunities to the residents of its peripheral villages, JSW, in Barmer, has partnered with ACCESS. The
project named as “Desert Pastorale” seeks to transition a few traditional non-farm activities from a
comparative to competitive advantage. It aims to develop the handicraft skills of women in the project
villages and enhance their earnings by infusing new designs and integrating them with high value
markets. Desert Pastorale is being implemented in 20 villages of Barmer in the Direct Impact Zone (DIZ)
of JSW.
In phase-1 of the intervention, ACCESS has been focusing on the existing activities undertaken by JSW
with respect to handicraft products. During the preliminary ﬁeld visit, ACCESS had identiﬁed two
promising interventions that can be undertaken immediately in the project area:
Applique work (100 women)
Mukka embroidery (50 women)

In phase-2, activities initiated in the ﬁrst phase will be scaled up to include more villages, and new SHGs.
ACCESS will increase the number of SHGs to reach at least 2000 members. All the 2000 women will be
mobilized to form a Federation/ Producer Company which will provide them with an appropriate
platform to attain economies of scale in their livelihood activities.
The major areas of intervention would be:
Applique work (700 women)
Mukka embroidery (200 women)
Bandhej/ Bandhani (100 women)
Hand-made paper making (100 women)
Garment/ apparel making (200 women)
Carpentry (50 women)
Po ery (50 women)
Miscellaneous micro enterprises (600 women); yet to be iden ﬁed
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PINK CITY RICKSHAW COMPANY
HSBC
With a triple bottom line approach, 'The Pink City Rickshaw Co', a social enterprise registered as a private
limited company was established in 2016-17 with equity participation from the participating poor women
from Jaipur.
Funded by HSBC, the programme challenges conventional social norms by providing women the skills to
conﬁdently foray into a profession usually dominated by men. Under the programme, the women are
given training in driving, vehicle maintenance and the various soft skills required for becoming capable
and conﬁdent e-rickshaw drivers. These e-rickshaws have been custom designed and are targeted to
attract the large number of tourists who visit this heritage city.

Several marketing tools are used to increase market visibility, like social media promotion, encouraging
blogs, articles in the press and media, participation in events, interviews, recording customer reviews,
meetings with travel & event management companies etc. Strategic tie ups were made with over 60 top
rated hotels of Jaipur and 70 national and international travel companies providing niche experiences to
travelers in India. The e-rickshaws, generally seen as last mile connectivity, has now become a preferred
mode of luxury travel in Jaipur.
The initiative has captured the imagination of the city as well as travelers and tourists. It has earned press
coverage in local as well as national print and online media. Many international travel sites have
chronicled the initiative as well.
After the project got over in 2019, ACCESS has been closely associated with the PCRC providing
all necessary handholding support in terms of operations and marketing.

“I had a blast with Pick City rickshaw team! They customized my tour on my last Day
in Jaipur and we had a great chat about their work and organization. Highly
recommended and wish I knew about this earlier. Looking forward to future
collaboration possibilities with PCRC and ACCESS”
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CASE STUDY
“PCRC helped me both, economically
and socially by empowering me to
earn a better livelihood by driving erickshaws and conﬁdently interacting
with foreign tourists while
conducting tours” says a 42-Year old
PCRC member, Ms Jyoti Verma. She
now conﬁdently drives an e-rickshaw
while also guiding tourists around
Jaipur during tours. This has also
stimulated her to improve her soft
skills, like adding a few words of
English to her vocabulary, which
gives her an edge with tourists.
Before joining the PCRC, Jyoti was engaged in her father's occupation in making “Charpais” (traditional
cots). To supplement her income, she also cut and polished stones for beads. After Jyoti's husband
passed away in 2008, the responsibility of raising her two sons fell on her. On a good day, if a large order
came, she would earn upto Rs 500 per day.
Jyoti agreed to join the second batch of the Pink City Rickshaw Company training. Jyoti had her set of
inhibitions initially about riding in heavy traﬃc, as , she had never owned or driven a vehicle before. She
was all the more apprehensive about the thought of interacting with tourists as she felt she lacked the
communication skills required.
Jyoti was provided with technical (driving) as well as soft skills training to interact with tourists. Post her
training, PCRC oﬀered Jyoti the opportunity to regularly drive one of the two Pink City Rickshaws inside
City Palace. Now, an extremely conﬁdent Jyoti says, “It is a matter of pride that my duty is at the City
Palace, a place I always wondered about but had never visited because the entry fee was too high.” Her
sons aged 16 and 14 are equally proud of her. She considers herself a 'half guide' and says that she knows
all the nooks of the palace open to the tourists and most of the facts as well as the tales that a guide tells
their groups. She's picked up a little bit of English, a lot of conﬁdence and feels that this has given her a
chance to meet so many people from diﬀerent walks of life.
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BUDDHIMONEY:
UP SCALING ENTERPRISES THROUGH DIGITAL LITERACY
MasterCard
The major challenges faced by jewelry microenterprise owners in Jaipur City
are: small scale of operation, uncertain legal status, limited access to ﬁnance,
inadequate access to government schemes, ﬁnance and government aid,
use of outdated technology or simply the lack of awareness and information
regarding the services needed to develop their businesses.
ACCESS has developed a unique pedagogy to promote sustainable
livelihood for micro-enterprises, using digital media, i.e., state-of-the-art 3 D
animation ﬁlms centred around an animated caricature styled as
BUDDHIMONEY. Under the program, ACCESS has developed a set of
enterprise training modules through use of animation ﬁlms which will
majorly cover topics on mobile banking, transition from informal to formal
economy and its beneﬁts, expansion of business and ﬁnancial management
and book keeping. The idea is to deliver the key messages through training
programmes which are conducted with enterprise owners.
ACCESS engages with 10,500 microenterprises in one sub-sector through a design thinking approach
and develops modules of innovative pedagogy to assess its eﬀectiveness in delivering certain
desired outcomes. The overarching objective of the program is to help micro-entrepreneurs understand
their ecosystem and also its various impediments, and encourage them to adopt key recommendations
to successfully upscale their enterprises.
About 70% artisans who are a part of the intensive engagement component are expected to beneﬁt from
the program and take their enterprises to the next higher level of operation. A set of metrics relating to
their growth in terms of balance sheet size, proﬁts, linkages with ﬁnance, registration as a formal
institution, book keeping, links with new markets, steady supply of resources, growth in number of
employees, etc. are being developed to assess the up scaling of these enterprises.
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ASSAM
LOOMS OF ASSAM; MAJULI AND LAKHIMPUR
The handloom sector in Majuli is mostly non-commercial; people weave either for themselves or sell
them at not so remunerative prices. Despite possession of traditional skills and a reasonably growing
new market potential, due to lack of awareness of market preferences and trends, weavers are losing
their position in the marketplace.
The primary objective of this project is to create a sustainable ecosystem by revitalizing the traditional
handloom weaving activities in Majuli through skill development and market linkages to take them from
a comparative to a competitive advantage so as to provide additional income generation opportunities
for the local community. The aim is to bring 1000 weavers under the fold of this programme. Towards
this, eﬀorts are being made to strengthen the weavers’ SHGs in the district of Majuli and Lakhimpur.
ACCESS is working with the Assam Rural Livelihoods Mission to provide specialized technical services
and inputs for developing business strategy and providing start-up assistance to foster sustainable
livelihoods for handloom weavers in Assam. This is sought to be done through skill development and
facilitation of market linkages in a Public Private Partnership model. Under this programme, ACCESS is
engaged in designing and implementing a sustainable model for SHG weavers under ASRLM for
handloom activities through identiﬁcation &amp; mobilization of 1000 Self Help Groups (SHGs)
members at the ground level, training them on technical and soft skills; design and product
development, and infrastructure set-up for design, marketing, warehouse and; logistics of handloom
products. The model is being developed as an end-to-end value chain linkage i.e. from design inputs to
training for market linkages.
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MAHARASHTRA
WARLI ART DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Warli folk paintings are a famous art form of
Maharashtra, prepared by the Warli tribe which is
one of the largest tribes found on the Northern
o u t s k i r t s o f M u m b a i , i n We s t e r n I n d i a .
Unfortunately, the exceptionally beautiful and
exquisite art form is dying down as more and more
people from the community are venturing into
other areas of employment and leaving their
traditional art form in the absence of its commercial
value. This poses a serious challenge as it could even
lead to the extinction of the Warli art completely.
To stop this serious decline, UNDP (with ﬁnancial support from LTPCT) has awarded this project to
ACCESS to create and foster a conducive environment to extensively promote Warli Art activities in the
area of Talasari, Palghar, Maharashtra. This is being achieved through working on community cadres,
producer groups which would be supported through a range of business development activities and
linking the beneﬁciaries to the potential markets. 200 Warli artisans are the target group of this initiative
and one of the core components to be focused on is their economic development.
The major components of the project are forming producer groups, strengthening their capacities in
entrepreneurship and marketing, design development, product innovation and providing market
linkages. This is done through a series of trainings and workshops, market exposure, buyer-seller meets
and other marketing interventions. Till date 150 warli artisans have been mobilized, 15 groups formed,
and a number of new products with innovative designs have been produced.
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CREATIVE CLUSTERS PROJECT
UNDP India and UMED (MSRLM, Govt of Maharashtra) have joined hands to forge a unique partnership
called “Disha-Saras” to develop ﬁve creative clusters, each focusing on one handicraft to promote
women entrepreneurship through skill development. ACCESS has been onboarded to promote three
clusters - Cloth bags (Wardha), Banjara apparel and Jewellery (Osmanabad & Beed) and will work closely
with UNDP State Team and UMED (Non-Farm) Team to develop value- added training modules and
product diversiﬁcation interventions to make the above - mentioned handicraft products marketable
both with respect to quality and scale.
Disha Saras aims to leverage the existing strength and outreach of Umed for creating a cadre of Women
Sourcing Managers (entrepreneurs) with creative skills to manage the businesses of these creative
clusters based on the industry demands for various product designs, qualities and volume of orders to be
supplied both for physical as well as e-commerce sale.
ACCESS mobilized 577 SHG members, formed nine Producer Groups and trained 50 WSMs (Women
Sourcing Managers). ACCESS hired the services of reputed designers to curate new designs and
innovative products for the market; which were then sold in exhibitions and fairs. A number of training
programs were conducted for the women SHG members in new designs, product development,
accounts keeping, ﬁnancial management, governance, marketing, etc.
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MADHYA PRADESH
LIVING LOOMS OF INDIA, MAHESHWAR
Presently, the handloom industry is largely household-based, carried out with labour contributed by the
entire family. It is dispersed, spread across thousands of villages and towns in the country in small and
large clusters. The industry also exhibits considerable diversity in terms of products, organizational base,
as well as in relations between actors within the production structure. In spite of the many eﬀorts that
Government has undertaken, the growth of handloom sector has not shown much improvement in
recent years. The private sector eﬀort has been limited to a few niche brands and with limited reach. The
weavers have not beneﬁted signiﬁcantly.
In order to revitalize the handloom sector in India, “Living Looms of India” is envisioned as a national
long-term initiative in 10 clusters in a phased manner over a period of 5-7 years.
The overall project objective is to provide a competitive edge to the handloom weavers in the country
through interventions in design, technology and market linkages, and position them in the highest value
markets. The speciﬁc objectives would include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

analyses of gaps/constraints to suggest appropriate strategies to follow for the two sub-sectors
introduce contemporary weaving techniques and design aligned with the market trends
train the weavers accordingly
promote diversiﬁed product lines, introduce vegetable and natural dyeing
link the weavers to high-value markets through promotion of LIVING LOOMS OF INDIA brand and
enable the artisans' Co. to eﬀectively deal with the market.

The project has been initiated in Maheshwar with 200 weavers and 150 ancillary workers (total 350) and
once the impact and outcomes become evident, larger numbers of weavers will be brought under the
programme. Under the project, till date, a state of the art Common Facility Center has been established;
200 weavers have been trained in various skills including technical, natural dying, business development
and marketing. High quality designers with background from NID/ NIFT have been attached to the
project to develop new collections of designs. Product diversiﬁcation process is underway. A National
Event to launch the LLI brand will be conducted later in 2020.
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ODISHA
PROJECT SANJEEVANI
Sanjeevani, a multi-sector livelihoods and micro-enterprise promotion programme through women
SHGs was undertaken in partnership with Jindal Stainless Ltd in the villages at the periphery of its plant at
Danagadi, Jajpur, Odisha. The initiative aimed to enhance the quality of life of about 2,500 households
through livelihood and income enhancement by engaging them in productive activities coupled with
ﬁnancial linkage and business development services.
Through the programme, alternative livelihood options with incremental income possibilities for
women in SHGs are being introduced to meet the growing market demand for new and emerging
products and services, which is a direct consequence of rapid industrialization. The SHGs and
community members are being helped to setup a Producers' Company for the promotion of
microenterprises by facilitating access to ﬁnance for developing requisite capacities and infrastructure,
providing technical back-stopping and business planning support to micro- entrepreneurs through a
Business Development Services approach.
Some of the major micro-enterprises promoted in the ﬁrst year include: mushroom cultivation, goatery,
food processing (wheat ﬂour mill, besan making, ghee making, snacks, badi making, paper plate making,
incense stick (agarbatti) making etc. Through these eﬀorts, the SHG members have started making
some extra earnings to support their households.

PROJECT GRUHALAKSHMI
Tata Steel BSL's CSR is committed to the development of the poor households in the twelve villages
spread over 3 panchayats in Dhenkanal district and one Panchayat in Angul district. The overarching
focus of the Tata Steel BSL's CSR initiative is to empower the women in the region by equipping them
with economic opportunities, which would eventually lead to their households income enhancement.
The programme aims to promote the sustainable livelihoods ﬁnance model of an earlier programme
called VIJJY which ACCESS implemented in Jharsuguda, Odisha with support from Vedanta Aluminium
Ltd.
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UDAAN-FLIGHT OUT OF POVERTY
A JOINT INITIATIVE OF ACCESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES AND HDFC BANK
“UDDAN: Flight Out of Poverty” is an initiative of ACCESS Development Services with support from
HDFC Bank being implemented to enhance the livelihood of 5000 small and marginal farmers in Angul
and Dhenkanal districts of Odisha. This Project was initiated in June 2017 for a period of three years with
the objectives of organizing the farmers into Producer Groups (PGs) and later into Farmers’ Producers
Companies (FPCs) at block level; increasing knowledge and skill of member farmers to enhance their
productivity, investment and income by linking them with capable service providers for quality and
aﬀordable technical, business and ﬁnancial services; supporting the FPCs in their eﬀorts to improve
marketing of their produce and establish functional market linkage; actively seek convergence with
relevant programmes and schemes of the government, especially Horticulture and Agriculture
departments, strengthening the entrepreneurial skills of FPCs through adoption of innovative business
practices and developing and enhancing FPCs at block level as self-reliant, autonomous and
representative organisations capable of identifying, prioritizing and negotiating the demand and needs
of their member farmers. In Angul and Dhenkanal districts, four Farmers’ Producer Companies involving
3446 farmers have been incorporated under Companies Act 2013. A total share capital of Rs 31,74,500 has
been mobilized from the shareholders of these companies.
Under the aegis of the UDAAN project, the farmers in Angul and Dhenkanal districts were organised to
form four four FPCs namely Satakosia Farmers Producer Company, Banarpal Agro Producer Company,
Saptasajya Farmers Producer Company and Odapada Agro Producer Company. All of them have
obtained the required business licenses for seeds, fertilizers etc. to meet inputs demand of their member
farmers.
The project undertook several capacity building programmes for the Board of Directors and the staﬀ of
the FPCs on institutional strengthening including a few exposure visits to diﬀerent successful farmers
FPCs across the country.
The FPCs currently are tied up with various inputs companies like JK Agrigenetics, Syngenta and Seminies
for seeds; Tata Rallies, Biostand and Syngenta for pesticides and IFFCO and Nagarjun for fertilisers and
micro nutrients.
Collective sale of produce is one of the major focus areas of all the FPCs with each of them having a
Marketing Committee for planning and implementation of its marketing activities.
All the four FPCs have set up their Custom Hiring Centers to lease out farm equipments like power tiller,
weeder, paddy cutter etc. on aﬀordable rent to the member farmers in need.
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For successful and sustainable growth of the FPCs, convergence with the government and support from
the line departments at block and district level are essential. There are various schemes and programme
intended for the farmers which are being tapped by the farmers now with help from the project. As a
result of consolidated eﬀorts, the farmers are now getting support to buy farm implements like power
tillers, install drip irrigation system and solar water pumps. Many training programmes and
demonstration programmes with support from Horticulture department and Krushi Vigyan Kendra have
been organised for the farmers to introduce new methods and technologies of farming. With support
from International Potato Center (CIP) and Center for Tuber Crops Research Institute, Department of
Horticulture in Angul district distributed improved seed potatoes amongst farmers. Five diﬀerent
varieties of potato seeds have been distributed among the farmers for experimentation in their ﬁelds
and monitored closely to develop more nutritious, productive and climate resilient varieties.
The Banarpal Agro Producer Company was awarded by the Government of Odisha by the Minister of
Agriculture on the occasion of Krushi Odisha -2020 with a memento, citation and cash award.
Further, in the ACCESS Livelihood Summit two FPCs - Satkoshia Farmers Producer Company and
Banarpal Agro Producer Company were recognised for their signiﬁcant contribution to improve the
livelihoods of their member Farmers.

PLANNING APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TO LIVE WITH CLIMATE CHANGE
Case Study of Sridhar Sahu, Khalagaon, Angul
Sridhar Sahu, a ﬁfty years old farmer, has earned the recognition as a promising farmer enterprenuer in
the region. He has been using indigenous knowledge to improve yield in many crops and vegetables.
Sridhar owns two acres of land, and additionally has three acres he has taken on lease @ Rs 12,000 per
annum. He owns four electrically operated water pumps and a weeder, a power tiller and a sprayer all run
by diesel/kerosene.
Sridhar grows a variety of vegetables like cauliﬂower, cabbage, okra, brinjal, tomato, bitter gourd and
cucumber. He toils throughout the year for enhancing the productivity of his small farm, inspiring the
other small farmers in the vicinity who seek his advice. Recalling his past experience, Sridhar complained
about the marketing challenges in the area. He remembers how the price quoted for purchase of his
vegetables by the middlemen used to be very low and the farmers, despite being aware of the
exploitation, had no option but to sell the produce to the middlemen in the locality.
“We never used to expect a fair price. It was always the whims of the middlemen that worked,” he said
dismissively. But things have changed in the farmers' favour now after establishment of the FPC. “Now
we have got the control in our hand. This is one of the major objectives of the FPC.” Sridhar speciﬁcally
pointed out how he oﬀered brinjal grown in his farm to the FPC for sale in distant market and received far
higher price he couldn't get in the past. “Changing climate is surely a serious concern. But we have to
plan diﬀerently to deal with it,” he emphasized indicating that proper crop planning, storage and use of
right inputs can address this challenge.
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Remembering the initial days of his association with the FPC, Sridhar explains how he became part of the
smaller group- Bala Mukunda Krusak Sangha. The group consisted of 20 farmers, who collected share
capital worth Rs 1,000 with an administrative cost of INR 250 each. Besides, all the members saved Rs 100
each in the bank account. They had regular monthly meeting where they discussed their diﬃculties and
asked for support from the FPC. Sridhar feels he is an important part of the FPC. “We need to work more
systematically to make the inputs available on time for eﬃcient marketing,” his focus is on strategic
approach now.
Sridhar along with the other farmers went on an exposure visit to Bhanger Producers Company in West
Bengal where he learnt on how the farmers there achieved success in enhancing productivity; undertake
inter cropping practices and set up shade nets and green houses. Sridhar hopes that their FPCs would set
up a Mandi at Angul and create space for many buyers and sellers to make fair transactions. Sridhar
reveals that he has earned at least a proﬁt of INR 20,000 so far because of the FPC's eﬀorts in getting
inputs such as fertilisers, pesticides and seeds at reasonable price and negotiating for competitive
market price for the produces.
Sridhar is prepared to face any unprecedented climate crisis in future explaining “I have started doing
things diﬀerently. Now I adopt methods that will save me from climate crisis. I am trying to adopt disaster
resilient seeds for diﬀerent crops. My crop planning involves the climate related data of past years and
future predictions. “There is a need to plan right in order to reduce the chances of crop loss, ” he
continues with a smile on his face.
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ACCESS-ODISHA LIVELIHOODS MISSION (OLM) SPECIAL FUND
PROJECT ON VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT (OLM-I)
ACCESS partnership with Odisha Livelihood Mission (OLM) in the pilot project on value chain
development and promotion of producers' organisations (groups and companies) in agriculture,
horticulture and NTFPs started in 2017.
ACCESS support was focussed in three districts of Odisha i.e. Koraput, Gajapati and Rayagada in
formation of producer groups and companies, value chain & supply chain management, business plan
development, market analysis, trader identiﬁcation and partnerships and; developing linkages with
public and private partners including key knowledge and technology institutions, private ﬁrms,
marketing institutions, traders and providing support to develop Agri Malls of Producer Companies.
Accordingly ACCESS helped district and block level teams of OLM in forming 220 Producers' Groups in
the 3 districts mobilising 11,200 farmers, oriented them on governance and management of producer
groups and companies on quality aspects e.g. safe harvesting, post-harvest management, primary
processing like sorting, grading, cleaning, drying and packing etc.
ACCESS handheld the FPCs to develop their business plans incorporating operational and strategic risk
management provisions, procurement and marketing policies along with business projections for three
years.
Three Producer Companies were incorporated to facilitate in produce aggregation, primary processing,
packaging and sale of FPCs' produce like 540 MT mango, 120.4 MT cashew, 70 MT hill brooms with a gross
proﬁt of Rs 6.5 lakh for mango, Rs 3.52 lakh for cashew, Rs 7 lakh for hill brooms respectively.
At the PC Level, one Agri Mall has been established to cater to the agricultural input needs like seeds of
the member farmers. Steps are being taken to sell bio-fertilisers, pesticides, organic manures and
agricultural Implements from this Mall in the coming days.
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SUCCESS STORY ON MARKET LINKAGES OF MANGO
The project includes sector mapping in the given geography, primary production, collection as well as a
ﬁrst and second order of value chain actions like aggregation, grading, sorting, preliminary processing,
packaging and marketing. The value chain actions are moderated and implemented by the greater
community involvement through a web of institutions of the community members such as producers'
groups (PGs) and producer company (PC) with a higher emphasis on capacity building and technology
transfer. While community institutions will play a very determining role, private market players would
work closely with community institutions for business development service and price optimization by
tapping higher- order market opportunities.
Recognisation and awards
The value chain of mango contains several stages where production, local value addition (aggregation,
grading, sorting, packaging, hot water treatment) and marketing processes take place. In this project,
considering the community centrality, it is envisaged to sell mango for table consumption instead of
going for a higher order of value chain actions like pulping and other secondary processing.
In the year 2018, 73 mango producer groups (PG) were formed in 3 districts, viz.14 in Koraput, 14 in Gajpati
and 45 in Raygada. Under the institutional building process, training was imparted to the farmer
members on package of practices, book keeping, accounting, grading, sorting and packaging. The
district and block level oﬃcials, farmers and Udyog Mitras were given exposure to Mayurbhanj Fruit and
Vegetable Producer Company (MFVPC) to bring to their knowledge on diﬀerent markets, variation in
price depending on quality and methods of plucking, grading, sorting and packaging. With constant
handholding support and capacity building, the PGs could start their community entrepreneurship
within a period of 6 months. Mango was sold to three diﬀerent buyers:
a) Institutional/corporate buyers like Mother Diary and NAFED
b) Terminal and wholesale buyers like Raipur and Rourkela mandis
c) Retailing or Spot selling like in Bhubaneswar, Raygada markets, HAL and
NALCO campuses and in Koraput.

Institutional Buyers
A total of 16 MT of mangoes were sent to Mother Dairy, Delhi. In 2018-19, the price of mangoes dipped to
Rs 5-8 per kg in the local market. At that time, Mother Diary oﬀered Rs. 45-49 per kg, out of which the
farmer received Rs. 20-25 per kg. So, there was a 3-fold increase in price realisation due to this
institutional linkage.
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PROJECT – LIVELIHOOD AND
VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT (OLM-II)
ACCESS Development Services has been supporting Odisha Livelihood Mission (OLM) by bringing in new
ideas and innovations into agriculture, livestock, ﬁshery and NTFPs value chains to meet the current
market demands in these sectors. The partnership started in April, 2019 with ACCESS deployed a team of
4 professionals to work in close coordination with the State Mission Management Unit of OLM,
Bhubaneswar to extend the programme support to 150 blocks across 30 districts of the State in a phasewise manner.
ACCESS supported OLM in establishing 61 poultry clusters covering 7,714 households, 71 goatery clusters
with 5,734 households, 941 producers' groups mobilising 53,637 households, 877 common facility
centres, 148 farmer's ﬁeld schools and 10 farmer producer companies mobilising 15,000 households
under the project.
In addition, ACCESS developed SoPs on various areas of agriculture, poultry, goatery, ﬁshery, NTFPs and
other farm-based livelihoods activities, prepared package of practices (PoP) and training modules on
farmers' ﬁeld schools, seed production , organic practices, nutrient management, paste management,
scientiﬁc crop harvesting, post- harvest management etc. ACCESS identiﬁed 364 potential buyers for
diﬀerent commodities, developed 500 resource persons and trained 440 OLM staﬀ on diﬀerent
livelihood themes at SMMU through 18 ToT programmes. Field demonstrations were conducted on
package of livelihoods practices and strengthening convergence and partnerships between OLM and
other stakeholders in the project. Apart from that, ACCESS also organised Mango Festivals in
partnership with OLM/ORMAS and linkages with Agriculture, Horticulture and NTFPs of producer
groups and companies.

CASE STUDY ON BACKYARD POULTRY
INTERVENTION IN FANI AFFECTED DISTRICTS OF ODISHA
The extremely severe cyclonic storm Fani devastated the Odisha coast in May 2019. Fani caused
extensive damage to the houses as well as several temporary structures. More than one million people in
low lying areas were aﬀected. To help with the rehabilitation of the aﬀected households, OLM
approached ACCESS to develop an appropriate livelihood model. Accordingly, ACCESS worked with and
recommended some quick interventions including enhancing incomes and meeting nutritional
requirements of the severely aﬀected households. ACCESS introduced raising of poultry birds
particularly through the SHGs in the area.
ACCESS worked to integrate this intervention with the supply chain to source chicks, get feed and care
for poultry birds and construction of poultry sheds etc. in consultation with OPOLFED, the apex poultry
marketing federation of Odisha, OLM ﬁeld staﬀs, Prani Mitras (para-veterinary workers), other
community cadres, and block veterinary oﬃcers.
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DELHI-NCR
NEW LEAF PROJECT, GURUGRAM
(FUNDED BY CITI FOUNDATION)
In order to beneﬁt women from low-income households, ACCESS incubated a social enterprise called
Zingnzest, registered as a Pvt. Ltd company which seeks to train and empower 200 women to become
micro-entrepreneurs in the food processing industry. These women members who were not able to earn
basic necessities for their families are now working as entrepreneurs after adequate training in the food
processing industry. The company caters to a high end client segment and oﬀers a range of traditional
and non-traditional processed ready-to-eat foods.
Zingnzest is owned and managed by women entrepreneurs from rural Gurgaon in Haryana facilitated by
ACCESS with ﬁnancial support from Citi foundation. ACCESS is currently working with 204 women
members; they are mobilized and trained in ﬁnancial literacy, baking, roasting, hygiene practices,
product development and marketing skills. The members were trained to be well equipped with skills to
run the operations of Zingnzest Pvt. Ltd. and are successfully working with the production of ready-toeat healthy food at a Common Facility Centre (CFC) of the Company. Zingnzest is currently
manufacturing gourmet cookies and marketing linkages have been developed with Annamaya- Andaz,
Corporate oﬃce of ANS Tempcontrol Engineers Pvt. Ltd., and 24 Seven Stores; a number of more
marketing tie ups are in the pipeline.
These women have operational bank accounts and are empowered to access and avail formal ﬁnancial
products as well as entitlements from government programs. The community owned enterprise
supports its members in enhancing their family income. Success of the enterprise as a proﬁt making
entity over a period of time will assure replication of such initiatives covering a larger geographic area to
incorporate more beneﬁciaries.
The project got over in July 2019; but ACCESS continues to support the enterprise by providing
manpower to help in sourcing, increasing operational eﬃciency, and marketing.

www.accessdev.org
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WEST BENGAL
PROMOTION OF FPOS
The key objective of the project was to address the issues relating to productivity enhancement, postharvest handling including storage and transportation, and marketing of the above stated commodities.
In order to address the issues and challenges faced by the small and marginal farmers, promotion of
FPOs work also includes some amount of policy level engagement as well. The total outreach of these
projects taken together is more than 15,000 farmers.
To promote inclusive value chains where the small farmers can have the largest share of consumer
spend, ACCESS was working with various stakeholders including market players like inputs companies,
research institutions, local agricultural universities/KVKs, and many large buyers and traders to link the
FPOs to market. ACCESS was also working with various Government Departments for appropriate
convergence of the projects to make eﬀective impact on the ground. Under the projects, 15,000 farmers
were mobilized from these districts and they were linked to diﬀerent buyers like Safal, New Delhi; SUFAL
Bangla, Kolkata; National Seed Corporation Ltd.; NCDEX; FFresh (subsidiary of NCEDX); DeHaat;
Reliance Retail; Mother Dairy;
Repose Clinic; CDAC and Air India canteen among others. In addition to linking the farmer members of
the FPOs with external market players, ACCESS West Bengal has undertaken some intra-FPO market
linkage initiatives since within-FPO market linkages is a big potential market which can be tapped for
preliminary business initiation for the FPCs. Some of the intra-FPO linkage initiatives are as follows:
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NORTH TO
SOUTH BENGAL

SOUTH TO
NORTH BENGAL

Pineapples from Sonar Bangla FPC
(Darjeeling) to Bhangore FPC (South 24
Parganas), Ghatakpukur FPC (South 24
Parganas) & Dhaniakhali FPC (Hooghly).

Gobindobhog Rice (aromatic) from
Mukundaram FPC (Purba Burdhaman) to
Sonar Bangla FPC (Darjeeling) &
Bhangore FPC (South 24 Parganas).

SOUTH TO
SOUTH BENGAL

DARJEELING HILLS TO
DARJEELING PLAINS

Trading of Broom from Kanchanjunga
FPC (Darjeeling) to Sonar Bangla FPC
(Darjeeling).

Onions from Rise & Shine FPC (Purba
Burdhaman) to Nandakumar FPC (Purba
Medinipur).

Training programmes were also organised by ACCESS for providing handholding training to farmers
across the above mentioned districts. The farmers of the FPOs were introduced to various measures of
Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs). They were also informed about the details of some of the important
programmes and schemes of the Department of Horticulture, Government of West Bengal through
distribution of leaﬂets/pamphlets published in local language; improved inputs like some seeds were
also provided to the farmers for their on-ﬁeld demonstration. Low cost farm equipment, good quality
seeds and pesticides were also distributed during these training sessions. The participants were selected
based on discussion with Board Members of the FPOs in the district. As a result of these programmes,
many of the farmers could avail beneﬁts under several Government programmes.
ACCESS West Bengal has undertaken an initiative to bring together all the interested & potential FPCs in
to an FPO Forum which would be an apex body of all the member FPCs. Activities under this initiative
include:

Market linkages including registration with NCDEX for trading of commodities
Collaboration with a Chartered Accountant ﬁrm to provide services in terms of HR for maintaining
accounts, legal compliances and statutory audit of the partner FPCs
Provision of HR support in the form of staﬀ (CEO, Accountant, Oﬃce boy, among others) to the
respective FPCs
Facilitation of ﬁnancial & credit linkages in the form of working capital and / or term loans, as and
when required by the FPCs
Technical support in the form or trainings, exposure visits, demonstration plots, among others, as
and when required
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VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS OF GINGER & TURMERIC
ACCESS Development Services has been engaged as a Technical Service Agency (TSA) by West Bengal
State Rural Livelihoods Mission (WBSRLM) for conducting value chain analysis of Ginger and Turmeric
across Kalchini block of Alipurduar district and Goalpokhar-I block of Uttar Dinajpur district respectively.
Through the value chain analysis ACCESS identiﬁed some of the key areas of interventions within the
value chain. ACCESS is now in the process of facilitating the registration of two Producer Companies for
Ginger and Turmeric producers. Once the producer companies are registered, internal systems and
processes would be developed, trainings would be provided to the board members and staﬀ regarding
governance and management of FPC's businesses, among others.
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CASE STUDY OF A MEMBER OF SONAR BANGLA FPC
Suresh Kumar Singha is a primary producer of pineapple. He became a member of Sonar Bangla FPC in
2018 and contributed INR 1,000 to the FPC's share capital. He received training on advanced pineapple
cultivation organized by Sonar Bangla FPC and ACCESS Development Services. He was part of the team
which visited Bhangar Vegetable PC Ltd., in an exposure visit to understand the systems and processes
followed by a FPC. Previously, he used to cultivate only 3,000 plants in his one bigha plot. After getting
training from Sonar Bangla FPC he has planted 12,000 plants along with bananas. This intercropping
helped him increase his production of pineapple in addition to growing banana to earn him additional
income. Prior to joining Sonar Bangla, he would sell pineapples to the middlemen at nominal price,
sometimes as low as Rs. 10 to 12 per piece and a total of 2,500 to 2,700 pieces in one season. Now, after
Sonar Bangla acquiring a wholesale outlet of Pineapple, he is able to sell his pineapples in a systematic
and fair manner. He is getting a better price like Rs.18 to 20 per piece through direct access to market.
Moreover, membership in Sonar Bangla FPC has helped him to interact with various stakeholders
including the Government oﬃcials and market players.
The year 2019-20 was an eventful one for 'Ode to Earth'. Established in 2011, the company has come a long
way, by increasing its outreach to primary producers in 16 Indian states, mainly Rajasthan, New Delhi,
Haryana, Punjab, HP, Uttarakhand, Gujarat, Bihar, UP, MP, AP, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Orissa, West
Bengal and Assam. Through its eﬀorts, it has reached over 150 producer groups and organisations and in
turn beneﬁting more than 60,000 small producers based in remote villages and towns across India.
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ACCESS HUMAN
RESOURCE
INTRODUCTION
Over the years, ACCESS has been able to attract experienced professionals, thereby building a pool of
highly professional staﬀ, all committed to taking forward ACCESS Vision and Mission to new heights.
ACCESS is proud to have a team of professions who have a deep sense of ownership and commitment
towards the development cause. The year 2019 was an exciting year for the HR team. The major focus for
year was on development and enhancement of employee competencies and skills. During the second
half of the year, HR team integrated its eﬀorts towards “Great Place to Work certiﬁcation”

HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE YEAR
1. HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING
The ACCESS staﬀ strength as on 1st April 2019 comprised of 75 staﬀ members, below is the HR
Trend Analysis over the last 13 years.
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On an average an employee is engaged with ACCESS for a period of 4 years. Compared to the high
attrition in the sector, ACCESS has been able to retain the loyalty and trust of its staﬀ for a longer period.
The graph below highlights the number of years of service in diﬀerent buckets by the staﬀ members.

COMPOSITION OF STAFF YEARS OF SERVICE WITH ACCESS

Number of Staﬀ
13+
Years

10+ to 13
Years

8+ to 10
Years

6+ to 8
Years
Years of service
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4+ to 6
Years

2+ to 4
Years

under 2
Years

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
LONG TERM SERVICE AWARDS
In continuation to its employee-friendly policies and to keep the motivation high of the staﬀ members,
ACCESS instituted awards for long term services rendered by the employees.

Following special incentives constitutes part of long term contract:

Sponsorship for participation in
international conference once
in two years.

Sponsorship for international
professional development course
once in 5 years.

Reimbursement of annual
membership fee of professional
association with maximum
budget of INR 20,000.

Reimbursement of purchase of
books/annual subscription of
periodicals with maximum
budget of INR 10,000.
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QUOTES FROM
EMPLOYEES
ACCESS provides a great working and learning space, especially for the young and
new minds. Having completed ﬁve years with ACCESS, I have spent the larger part of
my career here. ACCESS eﬀectively engages its employees, allowing them to explore
diverse opportunities and encourage growth and development of professionals. The
atmosphere keeps employees closely involved in their work and motivates them to
excel further.
Shruti Pandey | Manager

Right from the interview, I knew that ACCESS is going to be a great learning experience.
From day one, the team was open to bringing new ideas to the table. Not only it is a
blessing to work with highly experienced people, but also a challenge that helps me to
hone my skills further. I have been given responsibility to work with the poorest of the
poor and change their lives. This is a very gratifying experience.

Manohar Lal Bishnoi | Sr. Project Manager

ACCESS as an organisation enables one to enrich oneself in terms of domain
knowledge and provides a platform to enhance one's skills and abilities. It's an
organisation which provides a supportive environment to work, values its employees
as assets and hence motivates an individual to work for better performance”.

Sohela Mitra | Project Coordinator
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BALANCING
EMPLOYEES MEDICAL HEALTH CHECK
UP WELLBEING PROGRAM
ACCESS Development Services takes utmost care to help employees maintain work life balance. Trust
amongst its employees built on deep emotional bond. Employee health and wellbeing is a subject of
great importance because it has a long lasting impact on the organization as well as on employees and
also their families. Since the major part of employee time spent in oﬃce fulﬁlling diﬀerent commitments,
it becomes even more diﬃcult for the employees to have routine health check up, thereby maintaining
good health.

Employees may also need guidance and help on healthy life-style and work life balance. To help
employees maintain work life balance and have a healthy life-style, ACCESS took an initiative for
employee health and wellness in the form of employee health check up program. Under this initiative, a
corporate health check up camp was organized by the organization that covered complete health check
up such as complete blood test, lipid proﬁle, ECG, urine test etc. The employee health check up program
was carried onsite at all oﬃces of ACCESS across the states to ensure that not a single employee was left
out.
unique in itself. It provides an opportunity for an employee to have private consultation with the doctor
onsite i.e. at the oﬃce instead of personally visiting clinic, which again will have implications in terms of
time and money. It also encourages employees to have healthy life-style, balance diet, daily exercise etc.
The employee health check up facility is a special of its kind that creates strong bond between the
employees and organization. It impacts employees and organization in the following ways:
Helps employees wellbeing.
Reduces health risk and personal medical cost.
Provides employees an access to health related information.
Brings in greater employees' satisfaction and positivity at workplace.
Improve employee morale and loyalty to the organization.
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